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Tlctcer in the gate.*........ .Title e^ds at* 311 

1. L.V. Start of fight 35 G 

2. S,V. J)*"-my left thy one u. tf o^iy. KELLY tho famoiia  lamrek 
(Leads with right) 40 G 

3. S.V. Cohen cleverly slips Kelly's lead at 4% although 
he is off balance as he swings a right 45 B 

4. S.V. Ref. GILAHDI of Italy watching 47 B 1 

5. STV. Kelly leads with right at 4o but Cohen counters with a 
swift body attack which ends at 50 53 G 

6. S.V. Crowd 56 B 

7. S.V. Kelly leaving corner at start of second, rou^d t>2 B 

ti. C.U. Cohen rushes in and starts funtous body attactc 
clips Kelly on chin which tcnocKs him down at 65 

65 B t 

V. S.V. Kelly x* on floor, rises at 70 Ref. wipes his gloves 
Besume fighting at 74. Cohen moves in lands a right to 
jaw at 7b. Kelly hangs on until Cohen lands Left Right 
Left which downs Kelly at o3. Ref counting as Kelly act* 
staggers up 69 G 

10. S.V. Kelly getting up Ref. wipes gloves at Resume at 
94 Cohen immediately sails in and land a hard right 
to stonach at 96 Kelly desperately fights him off 

69 B 10 

11. S.V. Cohen stales Kelly across ri~g and at 104 sails into 
his body forcl-g Kelly agai-st ropes, a right and left 

to chin at 106 se^ds Kelly down again. Kelly rises 
at 10% but Ref. continues to cou^t until lis when he 
wipes his gloves and they resume with Kelly tottering 
at 1%0. Cohen jumps in straight away at lgl arm 
punishes Kelly with a two handed attack, to body and head 
Kelly manages to stagger away at 130. 130 G 

l£. C.U. Crowd 132 B 

13. S.V. Cohen lands lefts and rights and & right hooK at 134 
floors Kelly. l3f l  G 

14. S.V. Kelly »y.e hanging on ropes g 3 

15. S.V. Kelly rises has gloves wiped at 143. Cohe~ dashes in six 
straight away lands a right which Kelly feebly counters i 
at 14b until a right to the jaw at 14y sends him flat 
on his face. BULL G0S3 151 Ref waves Cohen to 
corner 15<J c 

16. S.V. Kelly being dragged to corner lt>5 g ^ 

IV. S.V. Crowd 1 6? g 

18. C.U. Crowd 
16*. B \ 5 

1 



Fight (2) 

ly. S.V. 

20. SGU. 

Last rou"d. Kelly's seconds just manage to get him ready 
(Eve" seat *~ot out of ri^g as they start) Cohe^ 
waits right over to Kelly a~d from 173 starts furious 
two ha-ded uttactc which Kelly bravely tries to fight off 
Kelly staggers across ri*~g at 17y. Palls against ropes 
a»>d waits for Cohen, Cohe" lands lefts and rights from % 
lb4. Kelly tries to push him away at 1*0. A left to 
side of head at lyl starts Kelly falling and a right to 
the face finishes him off at 152. Bef. starts oou^ti^g x 
at 1*6. Kelly tries to rise . Towel thrown in at JfcQy 
as Bef. reaches cou^t of nine out he finishes count 
xxobcetex at 210.Dazed Kelly dances away as/fchddqt approached 
to shake hands. COEE1* 
Cohen escorts him over to seconds and he nearly drops 
at 217 as seconds grab him 218 

The victorious Bobert Cohen of the French Bebublic. 
225 B 1 

LENGTH ',tLTH TITLE 202 feet 


